Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The field of quantum information processing by using Rydberg atoms has attracted intense interests due to the strong and long-range dipole--dipole interaction \[[@CR2]\]. The atomic transitions via Rydberg state lead to a blockade effect, preventing the multiexcitation within a blockade volume \[[@CR3]--[@CR7]\]. It has been proposed to make use of Rydberg atoms to realize a quantum repeater \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\], which is an essential component for demonstrating long-distance quantum communication suffering from transmission loss \[[@CR11]\]. Another important requirement for a quantum network is the ability to delay or even store quantum information for a certain time. Here the bichromatic excitation scheme involving long-lived Rydberg states can be superior to common lambda schemes connecting different hyperfine states by the mere frequency difference between pump and probe beams. Additionally, Rydberg four-wave mixing (FWM) adds nonlinearities to the medium induced from the strong interaction between Rydberg atoms, and hence, the FWM process can be used for creating the non-classical light fields. These interactions have been discussed and experimentally demonstrated for the generation of single-photon sources \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\] and the manipulation of quantum state \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\]. Therefore, the combination of FWM and blockade effects is one approach toward quantum repeaters.

Most of the relevant research is realized in Doppler-free ultracold ensembles, providing intrinsically long coherence times. However, thermal vapors can reduce the complexity of such setups, but here the Doppler effect has to be taken into account. By driving the transitions intensely and probing on timescales short compared to the movement of the atoms, the studies of the optical nonlinearities to single-photon level can be extended to such systems \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\].Fig. 1**a** Diamond four-wave mixing scheme. A cw 795 nm and a pulsed 474 nm laser field drive the two-photon transition to a Rydberg state (22*S* in our case). A 480 nm cw laser couples the Rydberg excitation to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5P_{3/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$ state and generates a sum frequency of wavelength at 780 nm due to the FWM process. **b** All laser beams are co-propagating and overlapped in a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$220\,\mu \hbox {m}$$\end{document}$ thick vapor cell. Four bandpass filters are inserted behind the cell for suppressing the incident light fields. Only photons generated at 780 nm can pass through the filters. An additional ND filter is used for attenuating the light to single-photon level to provide a linear response of the APD

Coherent excitation schemes to Rydberg states have been demonstrated in cw experiments, such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\] and four-wave mixing \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\], and also in pulsed schemes \[[@CR23]\]. Due to the Doppler effect in thermal vapors, a broad distribution of velocity classes has to be taken into account that leads to motion-induced dephasing already on the ns timescale. By the use of a bandwidth-limited pulsed laser system with coupling strength to the Rydberg state in the GHz regime, it is possible to observe Rabi oscillations between ground and Rydberg state on timescales below 1 ns \[[@CR18]\]. By increasing the density, it is possible to add interaction effects at strengths beyond the excitation bandwidth \[[@CR7]\], similar to strongly interacting Rydberg atoms in ultracold gases \[[@CR24]\]. Both are demonstrated in a ladder-type excitation scheme. Moreover, in a pulsed FWM scheme as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, a motion-induced signal revival shortly after the incident pulse has been experimentally investigated and theoretically analyzed by considering the velocity distribution of the atoms \[[@CR1]\]. The revival peak can be attributed to the constructive interference between the coherences of different velocity classes.

In this paper, we present pulsed FWM signals of durations that are long compared to the duration of the excitation pulse. The FWM process is conducted in a resonant diamond excitation scheme, addressed from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5S_{1/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$ ground state. A cw 795 nm and a pulsed 474 nm laser field drive the two-photon transition to the Rydberg state via an intermediate state. Another 480 nm cw laser couples the Rydberg state to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5P_{3/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$ state and converts the atomic excitation back into a light field at 780 nm. The dynamics we studied here is beyond the frozen-gas regime, so that the atomic velocities still have a crucial influence on the temporal evolution of the generated signal. Different velocity classes exhibit different temporal phase and amplitude evolution of the signal. Therefore, the signal re-occurs after the incident pulse due to the constructive interference between different velocity classes. This is a collective effect \[[@CR25]\], since it originates from the interference of a group of atoms and can not be explained by single-atom behavior. As it is based on a superposition of individually acting atoms, there is no cooperativity between them. But such Rydberg--Rydberg interaction effects have already been demonstrated in thermal vapor \[[@CR7]\] and will be an essential tool in the future.

Compared to the off-resonant pulsed FWM in Ref. \[[@CR1]\] ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta _{\mathrm{Ryd}}/2\pi =200\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$), the temporal structures of the signals in a resonant FWM exhibit more structure and are much more sensitive to the excitation bandwidth to Rydberg state. In other words, the signals are sensitive to the laser Rabi frequencies. The laser beams have spatial Gaussian shapes, so that the spatial profiles of all lasers have to be taken into account in order to achieve an agreement between experiment and theory.

Experiment {#Sec2}
==========
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                \begin{document}$$220\,\upmu \hbox {m}$$\end{document}$ thick vapor cell, heated up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$140^{\circ }\hbox {C}$$\end{document}$. The atomic density is around $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=3\,\upmu \hbox {m}^{-3}$$\end{document}$ (corresponding to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{85}\hbox {Rb}$$\end{document}$), just low enough to neglect Rydberg--Rydberg interaction effects \[[@CR7]\]. A 795 nm and a 474 nm laser field drive the two-photon transition to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|22S_{1/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$ Rydberg state via the intermediate state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5P_{1/2}, F=2\rangle$$\end{document}$. The 795 nm laser and a reference 780 nm laser are individually frequency locked with respect to the transitions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{85}\hbox {Rb}$$\end{document}$, respectively. We then individually lock the 474 nm and 480 nm laser frequencies to Rydberg-EIT signals. Note that the 780 nm laser is only used for frequency reference, which is not sent to the vapors. All other three incident laser beams are overlapped and pass the vapor cell in a co-propagating configuration. They are focused onto the cell with a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$35(5)\,\upmu \hbox {m}$$\end{document}$. The light transmission through the uncoated vapor cell is around $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$80\,\%$$\end{document}$ for all beams. All powers of the laser beams have been measured right in front of the cell. The power of 795 nm laser is varied from 5 to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$200\,\upmu \hbox {W}$$\end{document}$, corresponding to Rabi frequencies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{795}/2\pi$$\end{document}$ between 55 and 345 MHz. Because the dipole matrix element to the Rydberg state is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the ground-state transition, the pulsed 474 nm laser field is produced by a dye amplifier with full-width-at-half-maximum of 2.3 ns \[[@CR18]\] and peak power of 23 W, implying the Rabi frequency of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{474}/2\pi =1.1\,\hbox {GHz}$$\end{document}$. The setup for the pulsed laser is similar to that in Ref. \[[@CR26]\]. The power of the 480 nm laser field is fixed to 20 mW in all measurements, corresponding to a Rabi frequency of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{480}/2\pi =45\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$. All laser fields have the same linear polarization.

Before sending the pulsed 474 nm light field into the atomic ensembles, the system is initially in a steady state among a two-level system which is driven by the 795 nm cw laser field (the 480 nm laser field is also cw, but in steady state it has no effect on the atoms). When the pulse arrives, the intermediate and Rydberg state get coupled strongly and the transmission of 795 nm through the atomic vapor starts to oscillate coherently \[[@CR18]\]. At the same time, the cw 480 nm laser drives the de-excitation to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5P_{3/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$ state. The three incident light fields build up a coherence between the states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|5P_{3/2}\rangle$$\end{document}$, due to the four-wave mixing (energy conservation) and phase matching condition (momentum conservation). As a consequence, the generated 780 nm field is a strongly directional emission. In the experimental setup, four additional bandpass filters are inserted in front of an avalanche photodiode (APD) in order to suppress the stray light of the three incident fields; a neutral-density (ND) filter is used for attenuating the generated light on few-photon level to single-photon level (in order to prevent saturation of the detector). The repetition rate of the laser pulse is 50 Hz, and all measurements are averaged up to 50,000 runs.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

The temporal structure of the generated FWM signals strongly depends on the individual powers for the 795 nm laser of the resonant FWM scheme, as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c. After the incident laser pulse, the FWM signals at weaker 795 nm laser fields show longer dephasing times. We systematically investigate the dephasing times of the signals by varying the 795 nm laser power and extract the dephasing times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{deph}}$$\end{document}$ by applying the exponential decay functions and fitting with both the whole data and the peaks of the signals after $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t=t_0=6.4\,\hbox {ns}$$\end{document}$. The averaged exponential decay time constants are 2.1, 5.5, and 7.0 ns from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c, and the green solid lines are exponential functions with above-mentioned time constants. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{795}$$\end{document}$ is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d. In addition, we use another convenient method to analyze the dephasing times of the complicated temporal structures by calculating the timings of center of mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{COM}}$$\end{document}$ are also shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c and plotted as stars and diamonds, respectively, in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d.Fig. 2*a*--*c* FWM signals (*blue bars*) with varied $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{795}$$\end{document}$. The *dark gray* area is the incident 474 nm pulse. The input pulses and FWM signals are normalized. Green solid lines are the exponential decay functions, which represent the dephasing time of free evolution. The Rabi frequencies of the 795 nm laser as well as the dephasing times of free evolution signals by exponential fitting ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{deph}}$$\end{document}$) or center-of-mass calculation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{COM}}$$\end{document}$) are shown in the legends. The *dashed lines* show the timings of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{COM}}$$\end{document}$ versus the Rabi frequency of the 795 nm laser. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{COM}}$$\end{document}$ extracted from the theoretical predictions by considering the entire Doppler distribution and the distribution of intensities of the laser fields is shown as solid blue line. In the simulations, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The time-evolution of the atom-light system can be calculated by a theoretical model discussed in Ref. \[[@CR1]\] by considering the entire Doppler distribution and the distribution of intensities of the light fields. The Gaussian velocity distribution is divided into discrete intervals with 250 velocity classes. The width of the intervals is inversely proportional to the probability of occurrence of the corresponding velocity class, i.e., a finer interval for central velocity class. We numerically solve the Lindblad equation with the Hamilton operator in a four-level diamond configuration \[[@CR27]\]. In the simulations, the spontaneous decay rates from intermediate states are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma _{3}/2\pi =6.0\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$ (from state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|3\rangle$$\end{document}$, respectively); from the Rydberg state to each intermediate state, they are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Gamma _{42}/2\pi =\Gamma _{43}/2\pi =8\,\hbox {kHz}$$\end{document}$ and transient effects due to the atomic motion give rise to effective damping of 500 kHz which both are negligible on the timescale of our experiment \[[@CR28]\]. For the off-resonant FWM scheme, the authors in Ref. \[[@CR1]\] observe one revival peak in the FWM signals. Even without considering the intensity distribution of laser beams, the simulations can fit the measurements quite well. However, for the resonant case, the temporal structure of the FWM signals is very sensitive to laser intensities, so that the spatial profiles of all laser fields need to be taken into account. In the calculations, we assume that the laser beams have a Gaussian profile with a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$35\,\upmu \hbox {m}$$\end{document}$ and the peak Rabi frequencies are derived from the laser power and the beam size. With the similar numerical calculation tools, we observe multirevival FWM signals after the incident pulse as also revealed in the measurements. The simulation results can qualitatively fit our experimental observation. We further extract the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau _{\mathrm{COM}}$$\end{document}$ from the numerical results and show them as a blue solid line in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}d.Fig. 3Theoretical simulation for resonant FWM scheme (all laser detunings are zero) in (**a**) and that for off-resonant FWM scheme ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{480}/2\pi =45\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$. In (**c**) and (**d**), the *blue dashed lines* are the temporal structures of the signals with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _{795}/2\pi =250\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$ (*red dashed lines* in **a** and **b**). The simulation results are both normalized, and ratio of the signals in the resonant case to that in the off-resonant case is 17. The *dark gray lines* are the incident 474 nm laser pulse, and black dashed lines represent the timing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$. The red lines are the simulation results by considering the spatial profiles of all laser beams and using the peak Rabi frequencies as above-mentioned values

To understand better the origin of the rich spectroscopic structures at resonant excitation compared to off-resonant excitation, we perform numerical simulations over a larger parameter space. Therefore, we compare numerical simulations of resonant FWM with that of an off-resonant case ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta _{\mathrm{Ryd}}/2\pi =200\,\hbox {MHz}$$\end{document}$) in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. From the simulation in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, the dynamic behaviors of the FWM signals in the off-resonant case are not very sensitive to the laser intensities, and hence, the average values for the Rabi frequencies of the Gaussian beam distribution can be applied for a quantitative fitting. However, in the resonant FWM scheme, the temporal structures (blue dashed line in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c) are much more sensitive to the laser intensities (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). By considering the spatial profiles of laser beams and summing up the contributions of each intensity distribution in the resonant case, the simulation results as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c (red line) can qualitatively fit our experimental observation. Therefore, in the case of resonant excitation in thermal ensembles, the spatial profiles of the laser beams play an important role of the output light behavior.Fig. 4The velocity distribution of coherence at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$ in resonant and off-resonant cases in (**a**) and in (**b**), respectively. **c** Rydberg population at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$ in the resonant (*solid line*) and off-resonant (*dashed line*) cases. *Yellow area* is the Maxwell--Boltzmann velocity distribution. All other parameters are the same as that used in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d

The origin of the temporal shape of the oscillatory signal lies in the interference between different velocity classes. Due to the Doppler shift, different velocity classes experience different laser detunings, so that the corresponding coherences differ in both amplitude and phase. After the time of the incident pulse $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$, the atomic coherences are still evolving freely according to their Doppler detunings. Differences in the free evolution lead to dephasing and subsequently to destructive interference of the radiation. This causes the signal to finally decrease down to zero. In the case of no driving field, the coherence of each velocity class evolves freely with the phase $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{780}$$\end{document}$ is the wave vector of the signal light and *v* is the atomic velocity. The ensemble-averaged coherence can be expressed by the average over the velocity distribution. Therefore, the oscillatory behavior of the FWM signal can be referred to motion-induced revivals. We plot the velocity distribution of coherence at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$ in the resonant and off-resonant cases in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b, respectively. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c represents the Rydberg population at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_0$$\end{document}$ in both cases and a Gaussian velocity distribution. All other parameters are the same as that used in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d. In the off-resonant case (dashed line), only a small window of velocity classes is excited to the Rydberg state due to the low excitation bandwidth. After the pulse, as mentioned above, the coherence variation of each velocity class depends on its velocity, so that the unimodal velocity distribution leads to another maximum signal (rephasing) and the signal subsequent decreases to zero (dephasing). On the other hand, more velocity classes are selected in the resonant scheme (solid line). The constructive interference of coherences has more combinations among the bimodal structure of velocity distribution, leading to the richer temporal structure. Moreover, the excitation bandwidth becomes larger for a stronger 795 nm laser field. More velocity classes involve the interference, leading to a short dephasing time. However, the dephasing time depends not only on the excitation bandwidth but also on the shape of the velocity distribution of Rydberg population. To quantitatively analyze the dephasing time, we still need the full numerical calculation.

Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

We have observed velocity-induced dynamic signals in a bandwidth-limited pulsed FWM scheme via a Rydberg state. The resulting signal is an interference between the coherences of different atomic velocity classes. We systematically investigated the dephasing times as a function of intensity of the 795 nm laser field. In contrast to off-resonant FWM, in the resonant scheme the temporal profiles of the output signals have a richer structure and are strongly sensitive to the laser power. The theoretical results by considering the entire Doppler distribution and the spatial profiles of the laser beams are consistent with the measurements. The coherence light, with dephasing time up to 7 ns, could be preserved in the medium and retrieved by a second pulse laser, which is the mechanism for implementing a single-photon source or quantum memory \[[@CR14]\]. Our theoretical calculations and experimental finding pave the way for further studies of cooperative effects in a dense thermal vapor cell.
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